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The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as
one of the best books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar
and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens
of reproducible exercises, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to
middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and
more. This concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and
usage simple and fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to
English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and lay-flat binding
for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations,
offering “just the facts” on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully
updated to reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and pre- and post-tests to
help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in
the US and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and
subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
Readers make a significant and welcome contribution to the Church´s ministry
and mission. Called and trained, they assist the Church´s life and witness by
leading worship, preaching and teaching, and engaging in pastoral work and
evangelism. Today, women are well established as Readers and Reader Ministry
has developed to include pastoral work and funerals as well as the traditional
preaching, teaching and liturgical roles. Bridging the Gap is full of information and
practical help for those seeking to discover their vocation in Christian ministry as
well as for clergy, Readers and interested lay people. It includes contributions
from Christina Baxter, the Principal of St John´s College, Nottingham and Chair
of the House of Laity of the General Synod, and Andrew Britton, the distinguished
economist.
Best-selling authors and veteran college writing instructors Laurie Kirszner and
Stephen Mandell believe that students learn to write best when they use their
own writing as a starting point. In Writing First with Readings: Practice in Context,
designed for the paragraph to essay course, Kirszner and Mandell take seriously
the ideas and expressive abilities of developmental students, as well as their
need to learn the rules of writing and grammar. Visual writing prompts that open
every chapter get students writing immediately. By moving frequently between
their own writing, writing models and instruction, and workbook-style mastery
exercises, students get constant reinforcement of the skills they are learning.
Thoughtful chapters on college success, research, and critical reading, along with
high-interest essays, round out the text, making it the perfect introduction to
college writing. Read the preface.
Lesley Roessing’s book, Bridging the Gap: Reading Critically and Writing
Meaningfully to Get to the Core, argues that memoir, or creative nonfiction, can
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help students bridge narrative structure and nonfiction writing in order to meet
Common Core standards. The text includes information and resources on
implementation for teachers.
What is it really like to be a college professor in an American classroom today?
An award-winning teacher with over twenty years of experience answers this
question by offering an enlightening and entertaining behind-the-scenes view of a
typical semester in his American history course. The unique result—part diary,
part sustained reflection—recreates both the unstudied realities and intensely
satisfying challenges that teachers encounter in university lecture halls. From the
initial selection of reading materials through the assignment of final grades to
each student, Patrick Allitt reports with keen insight and humor on the rewards
and frustrations of teaching students who often are unable to draw a distinction
between the words "novel" and "book." Readers get to know members of the
class, many of whom thrive while others struggle with assignments, plead for
better grades, and weep over failures. Although Allitt finds much to admire in
today's students, he laments their frequent lack of preparedness—students who
arrive in his classroom without basic writing skills, unpracticed with reading
assignments. With sharp wit, a critical eye, and steady sympathy for both
educators and students, I'm the Teacher, You're the Student examines issues
both large and small, from the ethics of student-teacher relationships to how best
to evaluate class participation and grade writing assignments. It offers invaluable
guidance to those concerned with the state of higher education today, to young
faculty facing the classroom for the first time, and to parents whose children are
heading off to college.
"Aim to improve comprehension levels for college students in community colleges
and / or ESL programs. Includes textbook excerpts to read, analyze, and and
answer questions in the form of fill-in's, multiple choice, T/F. Some exercises deal
with looking for material on the Internet. Includes a glossary of basic terms. It is
heavily illustrated"-Today's children are tomorrow's citizens. Good health and well-being in the early
years are the foundations for well-adjusted and productive adult lives and a
thriving society. But children are being let down in Australia and elsewhere by the
lack of knowledge transfer between the worlds of research, policy and practice.
Improving such transfer is the job of knowledge brokers - the various ways they
can operate are explored in this book through case examples and the lessons
learned from experienced proponents. The book concludes by posing three sets
of ideas to shape the future of knowledge brokering.
The first reading text to focus on how to read college textbooks, Bridging the
Gap, by Brenda Smith continues to be the #1 textbook choice of developmental
reading educators. Coverage of basic and critical reading skills. The readings
and Concept Preps reflect a variety of academic disciplines, including
psychology, sociology, anthropology, political science, history, computer science,
communication and language, literature, philosophy, art, the sciences, business,
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economics, nutrition, and allied health. Paired readings link each longer, end-ofchapter academic selection with a short non-textbook excerpt, called
Contemporary Focus, demonstrating the real-world relevance of the text
selection. Those interested in improving readings skills at the college level.
This book provides an overview of current research on the development of reading skills as
well as practices to assist educational professionals with assessment, prevention, and
intervention for students with reading difficulties. The book reviews the Componential Model of
Reading (CMR) and provides assessment techniques, instructional recommendations, and
application models. It pinpoints specific cognitive, psychological, and environmental deficits
contributing to low reading skills, so educators can accurately identify student problems and
design and implement appropriate interventions. Chapters offer methods for assessing
problems in decoding, word and sound recognition, and comprehension. In addition, chapters
emphasize the recognition of student individuality as readers and learners, from understanding
distinctions between difficulties and disabilities to the effects of first-language orthography on
second-language learning. Topics featured in this book include: Learning the structure of
language at the word level. Reading comprehension and reading comprehension difficulties
Assessing reading in second language learners. Effective prevention and intervention for wordlevel reading difficulties. The neurobiological nature of developmental dyslexia. Reading
Development and Difficulties is a must-have resource for researchers, practitioners, and
graduate students in varied fields, including child and school psychology; assessment, testing,
and evaluation; social work; and special education. "I think the book has the potential to be a
game changer. It will certainly challenge the expectations of policy makers, not to mention the
teachers of beginning readers. These chapters will enhance the knowledge base of those in
our schools who are charged with the lofty task of assuring that children have the best possible
opportunities to acquire the skill of reading.” Sir Jim Rose Chair and author of Independent
Review of the Teaching of Early Reading: Final Report (2006)
Inclusive instruction is teaching that recognizes and affirms a student's social identity as an
important influence on teaching and learning processes, and that works to create an
environment in which students are able to learn from the course, their peers, and the teacher
while still being their authentic selves. It works to disrupt traditional notions of who succeeds in
the classroom and the systemic inequities inherent in traditional educational practices.— Fulltime Academic Professional, Doctorate-granting University, Education This book uniquely
offers the distilled wisdom of scores of instructors across ranks, disciplines and institution
types, whose contributions are organized into a thematic framework that progressively
introduces the reader to the key dispositions, principles and practices for creating the inclusive
classroom environments (in person and online) that will help their students succeed. The
authors asked the hundreds of instructors whom they surveyed as part of a national study to
define what inclusive teaching meant to them and what inclusive teaching approaches they
implemented in their courses. The instructors’ voices ring loudly as the authors draw on their
responses, building on their experiences and expertise to frame the conversation about what
inclusive teachers do. The authors in addition describe their own insights and practices,
integrating and discussing current literature relevant to inclusive teaching to ensure a researchsupported approach. Inclusive teaching is no longer an option but a vital teaching competency
as our classrooms fill with racially diverse, first generation, and low income and working class
students who need a sense of belonging and recognition to thrive and contribute to the
construction of knowledge. The book unfolds as an informal journey that allows the reader to
see into other teachers’ practices. With questions for reflection embedded throughout the
book, the authors provide the reader with an inviting and thoughtful guide to develop their own
inclusive teaching practices. By utilizing the concepts and principles in this book readers will be
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able to take steps to transform their courses into spaces that are equitable and welcoming, and
adopt practical strategies to address the various inclusion issues that can arise. The book will
also appeal to educational developers and staff who support instructors in their inclusive
teaching efforts. It should find a place in reflective workshops, book clubs and learning
communities exploring this important topic.
The untold story of the root cause of America's education crisis--and the seemingly endless
cycle of multigenerational poverty. It was only after years within the education reform
movement that Natalie Wexler stumbled across a hidden explanation for our country's
frustrating lack of progress when it comes to providing every child with a quality education. The
problem wasn't one of the usual scapegoats: lazy teachers, shoddy facilities, lack of
accountability. It was something no one was talking about: the elementary school curriculum's
intense focus on decontextualized reading comprehension "skills" at the expense of actual
knowledge. In the tradition of Dale Russakoff's The Prize and Dana Goldstein's The Teacher
Wars, Wexler brings together history, research, and compelling characters to pull back the
curtain on this fundamental flaw in our education system--one that fellow reformers, journalists,
and policymakers have long overlooked, and of which the general public, including many
parents, remains unaware. But The Knowledge Gap isn't just a story of what schools have
gotten so wrong--it also follows innovative educators who are in the process of shedding their
deeply ingrained habits, and describes the rewards that have come along: students who are
not only excited to learn but are also acquiring the knowledge and vocabulary that will enable
them to succeed. If we truly want to fix our education system and unlock the potential of our
neediest children, we have no choice but to pay attention.
Attachment research has tremendous potential for helping clinicians understand what happens
when parent–child bonds are disrupted, and what can be done to help. Yet there remains a
large gap between theory and practice in this area. This book reviews what is known about
attachment and translates it into practical guidelines for therapeutic work. Leading scientistpractitioners present innovative strategies for assessing and intervening in parent–child
relationship problems; helping young children recover from maltreatment or trauma; and
promoting healthy development in adoptive and foster families. Detailed case material in every
chapter illustrates the applications of research-based concepts and tools in real-world clinical
practice.
This book specifies the foundation for Adapted Primary Literature (APL), a novel text genre
that enables the learning and teaching of science using research articles that were adapted to
the knowledge level of high-school students. More than 50 years ago, J.J. Schwab suggested
that Primary Scientific Articles “afford the most authentic, unretouched specimens of enquiry
that we can obtain” and raised for the first time the idea that such articles can be used for
“enquiry into enquiry”. This book, the first to be published on this topic, presents the realization
of this vision and shows how the reading and writing of scientific articles can be used for
inquiry learning and teaching. It provides the origins and theory of APL and examines the
concept and its importance. It outlines a detailed description of creating and using APL and
provides examples for the use of the enactment of APL in classes, as well as descriptions of
possible future prospects for the implementation of APL. Altogether, the book lays the
foundations for the use of this authentic text genre for the learning and teaching of science in
secondary schools.
In Bridging the Gap from Rehab to Performance, physical therapist Sue Falsone walks the
reader through the thought process and physical practice of guiding an injured athlete from
injury through rehab and back to the field of play. To both health care professionals and
strength and conditioning experts alike, she describes the path as her athletes move through
pain and healing toward optimal function and advanced performance.
Concurrent enrollment programs offer high-achieving high school students the opportunity to
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take college credit-bearing courses taught by college-approved high school teachers. This lowcost, scalable model brings accelerated coursework to urban, suburban, and rural students. In
this book, scholars explore the function of concurrent enrollment programs in addressing the
gap between high school preparation and readiness for the academic and social demands of
college. Experts in the education field map out the foundation for programs offering concurrent
enrollment courses, including best practices and necessary elements for a sustainable, viable
program that contributes to student success in higher education. Providing research-based
evidence of the overwhelming benefits of such partnerships between high schools and
colleges, this book is a vital tool for all educators considering adopting a concurrent enrollment
program.
NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-holepunched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value; this format costs
significantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. NOTE: You
are purchasing a standalone product; MyReadingLab(tm) does not come packaged with this
content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyReadingLab, search for:
0134072987 / 9780134072982 Breaking Through: College Reading, Books a la Carte Edition
Plus MyReadingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: *
0133995208 / 9780133995206 MyReadingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card *
0133875687 / 9780133875683 Breaking Through: College Reading, Books a la Carte Edition
For courses in Introductory Reading (6-9 grade level). Guides students in how to read,
comprehend, and retain college-level material The lower-level (roughly grades 6-9) text in
Brenda Smith's two-book series, Breaking Through: College Reading, Eleventh Edition
motivates and helps equip students with the skills they need to achieve their academic and
career goals. The text emphasizes the building of prior knowledge - or schemata - one of the
most critical elements in helping developing readers achieve. The use of actual college
textbook passages offers immediate modeling and application of study and reading skills at a
realistic level. Students first apply each skill to short textbook passages. They then build
toward applying multiple skills to the longer academic selections that conclude most chapters.
Also Available with MyReadingLab(tm) This title is also available with MyReadingLab - an
online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them develop
their reading skills and promotes transference of those skills to college-level work. The three
selections found at the conclusion of most chapters - including the apparatus built around them
- are now available in MyReadingLab, giving students and instructors an even easier way of
doing, evaluating, and tracking the course work.

Secondary schools are continually faced with the task of preparing students for a
world that is more connected, advanced, and globalized than ever before. In
order to adequately prepare students for their future, educators must provide
them with strong reading and writing skills, as well as the ability to understand
scientific concepts. The Handbook of Research on Science Literacy Integration in
Classroom Environments is a pivotal reference source that provides vital
research on the importance of cross-curriculum/discipline connections in
improving student understanding and education. While highlighting topics such
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as curriculum integration, online learning, and instructional coaching, this
publication explores practices in teaching students how to analyze and interpret
data, as well as reading, writing, and speaking. This book is ideally designed for
teachers, graduate-level students, academicians, instructional designers,
administrators, and education researchers seeking current research on science
literacy adoption in contemporary classrooms.
A narrative account of the author's investigation into the world's economic gap
describes her rediscovery of a blue sweater she had given away to Goodwill and
found on a child in Rwanda, in a passionate call to action that relates her work as
a venture capitalist on behalf of impoverished nations. Reprint.
The University degree in times past was seen as a sure fire path to success.
Today, students are greeted with rising overall cost of attendance and a higher
probability of ending up unemployed or underemployed. The book acknowledges
that most universities, their faculty and the courses they offer are not structured
or equipped to prepare students to thrive in a highly competitive, value driven
capitalist world. It introduces to the reader the concept of "Valueworth" as
"...anything you know, anything you have, anything you believe in, anything you
can do or create, that is desirable to someone else other than you, for which that
someone is willing to exchange something of commensurate value in return";
stressing that thriving in the real world is all about finding and nurturing
Valueworth. While pointing out that most University graduates are yet to establish
their Valueworth at the point of graduating, it suggests that in order to bridge the
gap between the university and the real world, the student must ensure that the
university experience is made a part of their bigger Valueworth plan for life.The
book is a must read for every undergraduate, aspiring undergraduate, ambitious
graduate and their parents for the following reasons: * It explains what university
institutions and their faculty are best motivated to do in order to help students and
their parents better manage their expectations of them.* The book delves into the
fundamental differences between "Preparation" and "Education" and why we
need to focus more on "Preparation".* The author introduces the concept of
"Valueworth" and explains why it is the key to success in the real world.* The
reader will be introduced to the FIRST steps to creating and nurturing Valueworth
that guarantees a means to always earn a living.* The book explains the 10
reinforcing attributes that underpin our quest for Valueworth that ensures we
become happy, fulfilled and successful in life.* The book unveils to the reader, 24
functional disciplines that exist within the work place that prospective job seekers
must appreciate to improve their outlook in the labour market.* The reader will
learn the truth about prospects in the labour market amidst increased
competition, globalization and the proliferation of new technologies.* The book
explains to the reader the absurdity of the one market bias that forces everyone
to aspire only to the labour market. It points out how limiting this outlook to life
can be in view of the myriad of opportunities our economies present in multiplicity
of other markets, most of which have better prospects than the labour market.*
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The reader will learn about 5 foundational real world concepts (Capitalism, Trade
and Exchange, Markets, Money and Desirables) everyone must understand in
order to excel in today's value driven world.* The book helps the reader to
unravel the mystery around money by simplifying the art of money making in the
real world based on the understanding of the "money line".* The book helps the
reader to understand the 5 human super needs and their corollary 13 basic
human needs that provide opportunities for enterprise in the real world; that
students must become aware of and against which they should assess their
passions and possible future ambition.* The author shares 10 reasons why the
university system may need to be overhauled given the extent to which its feet of
clay has been unraveled. 10 points that need to be addressed if universities must
remain the gateway to a happy and successful life for young adults.
Brenda Smith's Bridging the Gap continues to be the #1 textbook choice of
developmental reading educators. To improve students' reading, Bridging the
Gap offers comprehensive skill instruction, dependable exercises and examples,
vocabulary development, and wealth of high-interest readings that provide
meaningful practice. To prepare students for the demands of college reading,
Brenda helping provides strategies for connecting previous experience(s) to what
is being learned. The combination of Bridging the Gap and Pearson's
MyReadingLab (www.myreadinglab.com) offers unparalleled instruction and
practice to improve students' reading.
Editors and contributors pursue the ambitious goal of including within WAC
theory, research, and practice the differing perspectives, educational
experiences, and voices of second-language writers. The chapters within this
collection not only report new research but also share a wealth of pedagogical,
curricular, and programmatic practices relevant to second-language writers.
Representing a range of institutional perspectives—including those of students
and faculty at public universities, community colleges, liberal arts colleges, and
English-language schools—and a diverse set of geographical and cultural
contexts, the editors and contributors report on work taking place in the United
States, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.
Our pupils’ success will be defined by their ability to read fluently and skilfully.
But despite universal acceptance of reading’s vital importance, the reading gap
in our classroom remains, and it is linked to an array of factors, such as parental
wealth, education and book ownership, as well as classroom practice. To close
this gap, we need to ensure that every teacher has the knowledge and skill to
teach reading with confidence. In Closing the Reading Gap, Alex Quigley
explores the intriguing history and science of reading, synthesising the debates
and presenting a wealth of usable evidence about how children develop most
efficiently as successful readers. Offering practical strategies for teachers at
every phase of their teaching career, as well as tackling issues such as dyslexia
and the role of technology, the book helps teachers to be an expert in how pupils
‘learn to read’ as well as how they ‘read to learn’ and explores how reading is
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vital for unlocking a challenging academic curriculum for every student. With a
focus on nurturing pupils’ will and skill to read for pleasure and purpose, this
essential volume provides practical solutions to help all teachers create a rich
reading culture that will enable every student to thrive in school and far beyond
the school gates.
Thousands of college students across the country apply each year for nationally
and internationally competitive scholarships and grants. Different awards target
different interests, career goals, and student qualifications. Advising students on
how to choose the right award that will help launch them on their career path
requires a nuanced understanding of scholarship opportunities. Bridging the Gap:
Perspectives on Nationally Competitive Scholarships provides key information
from scholarship foundations and seasoned advice from campus advisors
critically important for the faculty and staff who support students applying for
these awards. This book will be a great resource for anyone advising students.
When puppies Lindie Lou, Jasper, Topaz, Ruby and Diamond are born in St.
Louis they have no idea of the adventures that await them. As each of them is
adopted by a different family, Lindie Lou fears she will never see them again.
When she's old enough, Lindie Lou flies to the Emerald City (Seattle) to meet her
new family.Each of the twelve books projected for this series, takes place in a
different place and in a different month of the year. Three clues at the end of
each book give the reader hints as to where Lindie Lou will go on her next
adventure. This beginning chapter book series, introduces young readers to
adventures in St. Louis at the City Museum, at the Space Needle in Seattle, at an
organic farm in Des Moines, at a Thanksgiving Day parade in New York, and at a
Cherry Blossom Festival in Japan to mention a few. Along the way, Lindie Lou's
brothers and sisters show up when least expected. Readers will remember Lindie
Lou's bravery when faced with fears of their own. They will also see examples of
her developing self-esteem, courage, determination and compassion.Creative
fonts, color illustrations, and short chapters provide a series that is a bridge
between early chapter books and novels. The Lindie Lou Adventures Series has
proven to be a favorite classroom read aloud, safe for young fluent readers, the
first chapter book read by Hi-Lo readers, and a winner for ELL students.
"Prepare students for future success by using effective reading instruction that's proven to
work. The Teaching Reading Sourcebook, updated second edition is an indispensable
resource that combines evidence-based research with actionable instructional strategies. It is
an essential addition to any educator's professional literacy library--elementary, secondary,
university." -- back cover.
Bridging the Digital Divide investigates problems of unequal access to information technology.
The author redefines this problem, examines its severity, and lays out what the future
implications might be if the digital divide continues to exist. Examines unequal access to
information technology in the United States. Analyses the success or failure of policies
designed to address the digital divide. Draws on extensive fieldwork in several US cities.
Makes recommendations for future public policy. Series editor: Manuel Castells.
The astonishing, uplifting story of a real-life Indiana Jones and his humanitarian campaign to
use education to combat terrorism in the Taliban’s backyard Anyone who despairs of the
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individual’s power to change lives has to read the story of Greg Mortenson, a homeless
mountaineer who, following a 1993 climb of Pakistan’s treacherous K2, was inspired by a
chance encounter with impoverished mountain villagers and promised to build them a school.
Over the next decade he built fifty-five schools—especially for girls—that offer a balanced
education in one of the most isolated and dangerous regions on earth. As it chronicles
Mortenson’s quest, which has brought him into conflict with both enraged Islamists and
uncomprehending Americans, Three Cups of Tea combines adventure with a celebration of the
humanitarian spirit.
Reading provides the foundation allowing students to access and analyze information.
However, it is not just a single skill. Students’ comprehension is impacted and supported by
solid foundational skills in oral language, phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, and
comprehension. This book analyzes the skills needed in these areas and strategies and
activities to support their development. It expands teachers’ skills and strategies to help them
make a significant difference in their students’ lives.
Visual Literacy examines how teachers can use visuals to improve learning for all students. It
provides teachers with a foundation in visual literacy, defined as the ability to read, think, and
communicate with visually presented information. Results of studies of students’ using visual
information indicate that most students are clearly lacking in the tools needed to use visuals
effectively. The book orients teachers to visual literacy and the world of visuals. It discusses
various classroom tested strategies and activities for all students, including second language
learners, and students with special needs. Stressing visual literacy skills helps students
understand a visual more deeply so they can master the content they are learning. Teachers
will learn to employ a literacy triad of reading, thinking, and communicating to aid students in
their study of visuals. First, they inquire into the visual, reading it for content and context,
including assessing the authenticity of the document. Second, they think about the document
by analyzing, interpreting, and evaluating it to come up with answers to their inquiry. Graphic
organizers help students decipher the content and understand the meaning of the visual
document, connecting it to prior and future instruction. Third, they communicate their findings
using visuals.
This popular book helps students make the transition from their undergraduate experience to
law school learning. Unlike other ''introduction to law school'' texts, Bridging the Gap offers a
different approach because it: explains the ''why'' of law, providing students with the context
necessary to understand why law school is taught in a certain manner; explains the ''how'' of
the law, setting out a step-by-step process that will help students adapt to the law school
setting; explains the ''what'' of the law, giving students the opportunity to practice the problemsolving process by providing numerous exercises in a variety of subject matter areas. Rather
than giving only general advice, or black letter law and some practice problems for a specific
subject, Bridging the Gap provides the context, the process, and the problems. Written by two
former law school professors who used these techniques with thousands of students, Bridging
the Gap is a guide to what really works in law school.
College-for-all has become the new American dream. Most high school students today express
a desire to attend college, and 90% of on-time high school graduates enroll in higher education
in the eight years following high school. Yet, degree completion rates remain low for nontraditional students—students who are older, low-income, or have poor academic
achievement—even at community colleges that endeavor to serve them. What can colleges do
to reduce dropouts? In Bridging the Gaps, education scholars James Rosenbaum, Caitlin
Ahearn, and Janet Rosenbaum argue that when institutions focus only on bachelor’s degrees
and traditional college procedures, they ignore other pathways to educational and career
success. Using multiple longitudinal studies, the authors evaluate the shortcomings and
successes of community colleges and investigate how these institutions can promote
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alternatives to BAs and traditional college procedures to increase graduation rates and
improve job payoffs. The authors find that sub-baccalaureate credentials—associate degrees
and college certificates—can improve employment outcomes. Young adults who complete these
credentials have higher employment rates, earnings, autonomy, career opportunities, and job
satisfaction than those who enroll but do not complete credentials. Sub-BA credentials can be
completed at community college in less time than bachelor’s degrees, making them an
affordable option for many low-income students. Bridging the Gaps shows that when
community colleges overemphasize bachelor’s degrees, they tend to funnel resources into
remedial programs, and try to get low-performing students on track for a BA. Yet, remedial
programs have inconsistent success rates and can create unrealistic expectations, leading
struggling students to drop out before completing any degree. The authors show that colleges
can devise procedures that reduce remedial placements and help students discover unseen
abilities, attain valued credentials, get good jobs, and progress on degree ladders to higher
credentials. To turn college-for-all into a reality, community college students must be aware of
their multiple credential and career options. Bridging the Gaps shows how colleges can create
new pathways for non-traditional students to achieve success in their schooling and careers.
This volume culls scholarship on both what high literacy is and how it is developed.
Descriptions of each component of high literacy (reading, writing, dialogic engagement, and
epistemic cognition in literary reasoning) and how they relate to the others are followed by
inspirational illustrations of high literacy instruction in practice.

The secret to achieving the life you always wanted is found in this book. No
matter who you are or what your circumstances are Unqualified Success will give
you practical and real tools that can be implemented today to achieve your goals.
BE AN UNQUALIFIED SUCCESS The difference between those who achieve
massive success and those who only wish they could is not qualification. Instead,
everything you need to live the life of your dreams already exists inside of you
and can be harnessed and developed through practice. THE CATALYST TO
ACT This book teaches the principles and gives you real-life tools to put your
own power into action. In doing so, you will have the skills to accomplish anything
you want in your life. No matter if you are wanting to take the next massive leap
in your career or need the courage to act towards the dream you have been
waiting to pursue, this book will help you get there. "As a business leader, the
principles in Unqualified Success resulted in tens of millions in growth, positioned
me as a leader in my industry, gave me the courage to launch a technology
company, write a book, and more importantly, have fun and confidence doing it."
"Rachel Stewart has absolutely nailed the #1 foible in mind management-how we
undermine and discredit ourselves-and teaches specifically what to do about it!
So genuine, so accurate, so doable! This is the best, most well-written book on
personal success thus far in the 21st century. 100% Unqualified Endorsement."
Dr. Dennis R Deaton, author The Book on Mind
Managementwww.unqualifiedtools.com
Solve the number one problem with today's young workforce—the soft skills gap
The number one challenge with today's young talent is a problem hiding in plain
sight: the ever-widening soft skills gap. Today's new, young workforce has so
much to offer—new technical skills, new ideas, new perspective, new energy. Yet
too many of them are held back because of their weak soft skills. Soft skills may
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be harder to define and measure than hard skills, but they are just as critical.
People get hired because of their hard skills but get fired because of their soft
skills. Setting a good example or simply telling young workers they need to
improve isn't enough, nor is scolding them or pointing out their failings in an
annual review. However you can teach the missing basics to today's young
talent. Based on more than twenty years of research, Bruce Tulgan, renowned
expert on the millennial workforce, offers concrete solutions to help managers
teach the missing basics of professionalism, critical thinking, and
followership—complete with ninety-two step-by-step lesson plans designed to be
highly flexible and easy to use. Tulgan's research and proven approach has
show that the key to teaching young people the missing soft skills lies in breaking
down critical soft skills into their component parts, concentrating on one small
component at a time, with the help of a teaching-style manager. Almost all of the
exercises can be done in less than an hour within a team meeting or an extended
one-on-one. The exercises are easily modified and customized and can be used
as take-home exercises for any individual or group, to guide one-on-one
discussions with direct-reports and in the classroom as written exercises or group
discussions. Managers—and their young employees—will find themselves returning
to their favorite exercises over and over again. One exercise at a time, managers
will build up the most important soft skills of their new, young talent. These critical
soft skills can make the difference between mediocre and good, between good
and great, between great and one of a kind.
Helps to ease the transition between school/college and university mathematics
by (re)introducing readers to a range of topics that they will meet in the first year
of a degree course in the mathematical sciences, refreshing their knowledge of
basic techniques and focussing on areas that are often perceived as the most
challenging. Each chapter starts with a "Test Yourself" section so that readers
can monitor their progress and readily identify areas where their understanding is
incomplete. A range of exercises, complete with full solutions, makes the book
ideal for self-study.
Gestalt theory enables dialogue across cultures, giving value to difference,
subjective experience, heritage, and context. Hence, it is a bridge across
cultures, a bridge composed of mutual interests and, above all, of the conviction
in the right of the other to exist. It is therefore a meeting place of differneces.
Teaching students specific literacy skills is important--but equally critical, and
often overlooked, is giving them the time and opportunity to read actual texts.
Bringing together leading scholars, this book focuses on how teachers can
improve both the quality and quantity of reading experiences in K-12 classrooms.
Essential topics include factors that make reading tasks more or less productive
for different types of learners, ways to balance independent reading with wholeclass and small-group instruction, how to choose appropriate texts, and the
connections between reading engagement and proficiency. The relevant
research literature is reviewed, and exemplary practices and programs are
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